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FAIR Genome Annotation

Example questions e.g:
� What (genes) distinguish species that 

have a desired trait?
� Which enzymes are there that can 

catalyze reaction X (maybe with 
different cofactors?

Consistently annotated genomes 
that can be mined



Requirements for genome mining

� A semantic annotation platform that incorporates common tools and 
stores the results in “proper” format. SAPP

� A definition of the “proper format”: definitions of biological terms and 
their relationships: GBOL ontology

� Interface to use the ontology: GBOL stack

� Tools to develop all of these: Empusa: code generator
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In this respect, ontologies already exist for various aspects
of biology (11). The Sequence Ontology (SO) (12) was pre-
sented over 12 years ago and was designed as a complete
terminology of unambiguous terms related to genetics. How-
ever, it was never intended to function as a file format or
database schema, and provides no support for linked sets
of data attributes. Furthermore, it has limited support for
storing based-on provenance except for some experimental
codes. FALDO’s (13) only purpose is to unambiguously
store genetic locations on a sequence. The Synthetic Biol-
ogy Open Language (SBOL) (14) was successfully designed
to describe complete synthetic constructs and the interactions
between each of the elements. None of these standards were
designed to consistently store feature predictions with evi-
dence provenance and therefore none of these tools provides
a complete representation of the genomic information linked
to the provenance it is based on.
To meet the requirements and to ensure interoperability
of computational predictions, we developed an extendable
provenance-centered infrastructure for interoperable genome
annotations. The here presented infrastructure consists of
two main elements; Firstly, the Genome Biology Ontol-
ogy Language (GBOL), which directly integrates evidence
provenance for the whole dataset and for each included ele-
ment (dataset- and element- wise provenance). Secondly, the
"GBOL stack" of enforcing tools facilitates the consistent us-
age of ontologies. GBOL is modular in design, extendible
and linked to existing ontologies. Empusa has been devel-
oped as part of the GBOL stack to ensure consistency within
and between ontology (OWL), the API and the Shape Expres-
sions (ShEx) describing the graph structure. This enables the
use of SPARQL queries to include contextual details in large
scale functional analyses. Modules have been developed to
serialize the linked data (RDF) and to generate a plain text
format files.

Results

Ontology structure. GBOL is a genome annotation ontol-
ogy developed for the application of semantic web technolo-
gies in genome annotation and mining. As such GBOL
provides the means to consistently describe computationally
inferred genome annotations of biological objects typically
found in a genome sequence annotation data file in the pub-
lic repositories. Additionally, it can describe the linked data
provenance of the extraction process of genetic information
from genome sequences.
An overview of the structure of GBOL is shown in Figure
1. The ontology contains 251 classes that can be categorized
into 6 broad domains (Table 1). In GBOL, sequences have
features, which in turn have genomic locations on the se-
quence. The authority of this relationship is derived from
the data provenance that captures both the statistical basis
of each individual annotation (element-wise provenance) as
well as the programs and parameters used for the complete
set of sequences under study (dataset-wise provenance). All
annotations for a given sequence can be packed into a single
entity called a document.

Table 1. Overview of domains, classes and properties described by the the GBOL
ontology. Note that some properties might be in multiple sub domains.

Sub domain Classes Properties Value
sets

Genomic locations 16 17 1
Genes
transcripts and features 114 133 17
Document structure 27 107 7
Dataset-wise provenance 22 54 0
Element-wise provenance 5 9 0
BIBO 59 90 2

Design principles. GBOL was developed focussing on its
function as as file format and as database schema and has the
following design principles: modularity, human readability,
and annotation. These principles ensure that the ontology can
be easily extended (16).
Modularity: The number of classes in the main class tree is
kept as small as possible and elements within the data are de-
scribed with attributes when possible. Furthermore, classes
are included in the main class tree only when there are unique
properties in a class or in one of the sibling classes. This ap-
proach ensures that sub-ontologies can be managed as sep-
arate entities within the main ontology and that we can use
existing ontologies. As an example the class RegulationSite
has an attribute regulatoryClass, which denotes the type of
regulation with a separate set of classes of which all are in-
stances of the regulatory class.
To further simplify the ontology, every attribute is defined as
a direct property within the class that links to either a string,
an integer, another object or a class in an enumeration set. For
each class in which the attribute is used, an ‘all values from’
axiom is used, with an optional minimal and/or maximal car-
dinality constraint. The ’all values from’ axiom enforces all
referenced objects to be of the expected type, which is not
the case with the ’some values of’ axiom and therefore we
excluded the use of the ‘some values of’ axiom. This ap-
proach is fundamentally different from the principle used in
the SO, in which attributes are defined using the ’has quality’
property in combination with the ‘some values of’ axiom that
references to a class.
Human Readability: All names within the ontology adhere
to a set of basic principles to increase (human) readability of
the ontology. All class names represent the underlying bio-
logical concept as closely as possible avoiding the use of un-
readable numbers. All classes start with uppercase whereas
properties start with lowercase. All words are spelled out,
and white spaces are left out of the names, instead the next
word starts with uppercase. In this way, the class ‘exact po-
sition’ becomes ‘ExactPosition’ and the property ‘regulatory
class’ becomes ‘regulatoryClass’. Furthermore, where pos-
sible, the names are shortened with abbreviations, as long as
they remain understandable for a human reader (e.g. XRef
instead of CrossReference).
Annotation: All classes and terms within the ontology are
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SAPP:  Annotation information storage

� Wrapper to commonly used annotation tools 

(prokaryotes and eukaryotes) that generates 

FAIR data

� Examples: 

� Uniform annotation of over 80 000 bacterial 

species. 

� Uniform annotation of eukaryotes e.g. 

(human, fish, insects, plants, …)



Modular design of SAPP
Functional annotation
• BLAST
• Enzyme predictions
• Domain annotation
• Signal peptides
• Transmembrane
• Localization
• …

Genetic elements
• Gene prediction
• tRNA/rRNA
• Crispr
• …

Conversion types
• EMBL / GenBank
• FASTA 
• GFF
• QTL
• VCF
• …
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Tool development for FAIR genome annotation 
� SAPP: an annotation platform

Developer:

� GBOL stack:
� GBOL ontology (backbone)

� Java/R Api

� Owl/ShEx

� Interface gate keeper

� Code generator: Empusa useful for developers
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Availability
� SAPP Koehorst et al Bioinformatics 2017 

https://sapp.gitlab.io

� Empusa: https://gitlab.com/Empusa

� GBOL: Documentation & namespace: 
http://gbol.life/0.1/
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